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Stay in the Loop

Kitchen cleaning: TD2
Workshop cleaning: BA3

APD1
Project 1: Design Methodology

APD2
Conceptual Project Solutions

BA1
Design Presentation 1

BA2
Design Project 2

BA3
Design Project: Hot Team 3

IDI
Design Process Basics

IxD1
Skills and Techniques: Graphic design

IxD2
Textile & Fashion Workshop (Borås) 

TD1
CAID: Advanced level, (step 2 for TD)

TD2
Project 3: Vehicle Interior

To tweet with UID: #lifeatuid
or follow us: @wozzop

Visit the UID Facebook page:
facebook.com/uid

Instagram with UID: #lifeatuid

Check out the UID vimeo pages:
vimeo.com/uid  
vimeo.com/ixdumea

Do you have 
skills/knowledge/anything 

interesting to say?

The library on the Arts Campus invites  
students to give lectures in the Library. 

You choose a theme for the lecture  
within in Art, Design or Architecture.

The Library will provide refreshments. 
Welcome to the library and make  
an appointment or send an email  

kc.ub@umu.se

Where? In Arts Campus Library
When? Once a month. Tuesday 15.00

How long? About 30-45 minutes 
Compensation? 1500 SEK

#lifeatuid

The Week That Was

@carolineeelarsson Halloweenfest på designhög-
skolan #Narnia #Saw

@siri_json Jetti carving away... #lifeatuid #uid25

@happyspooner Mammon Magenta (greed)

@siri_json 7 sinful Crayolas: Inactive Indigo, 
Mammon Magenta, Acrimonious Ash, Greener 
Grass, Cadmium Cravings, Pompous Pomegran-
ate. Lipstick Libido was sinning elsewhere when 
this photo was taken

@sebastiangier Halloween. #lego #lifeatuid

@jessicamw #25yrs Anniversary #lifeatUID

Thanks for your contributions.
Future articles & photos can be sent to:  

wozzop@gmail.com by Friday evenings.
We love hearing from you!

Credits
Editor: Jessica Williams
Graphic Designer: Justyna Fryczak
Photos: Daniel Jansson, Peder Fällefors, Peter Lundholm & too 
many others to mention

Special thanks to Daniel Jansson for taking care of the print & distri-
bution this week.
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Archery – IxD 1&2



UID 25 Years Anniversary & Reunion
Celebrating the first quarter century of the school

Halloween





Least Moveable
Banana Guard / Rasmus Breitholtz

Most Sinful
Priest / Mariano Velamazán

Least Sexy
Bob Ross / Gustav Scherrer

Most Creative
Pyramid Head / Felix Meijer

Best Group
Mario Carts / Anton Löf, Mike Andersen,  
Matthias  Karg, Nikolaj Dam Roadley-Battin

Simply the Best
Plastic Bag & Red Light Man / Shih-Yen Lo

Costume Competition Winners



 Ellen. Anderson Cooper. Michael Sam. All three broke 
barriers by coming out in their respective industries – comedy, 
television news, and football. Now they’re joined by Apple CEO 
Tim Cook, who just announced that he’s “proud to be gay” and, 
in the process, became the first Fortune 500 CEO to come out. 
Earlier this year, two CEOs of publicly traded – yet much smaller 
– firms came out. But until Tim Cook’s statement, “don’t ask, 
don’t tell” reigned at the highest echelons of corporate America 
– almost shocking in 2014, given that 91% of Fortune 500 firms 
prohibit discrimination based on sexual orientation.
 As Cook notes, Apple has long taken a corporate stand 
in support of LGBT rights and has spoken up against discrimi-
natory laws. But his announcement gives new heft to their com-
mitment. Cook’s sexuality was long an open secret; as he ac-
knowledges, “For years, I’ve been open with many people about 
my sexual orientation. Plenty of colleagues at Apple know I’m 
gay, and it doesn’t seem to make a difference in the way they 
treat me.” But it creates a sort of cognitive dissonance when a 
company is advocating for equality, yet its leader remains pub-
licly quiet about his own identity.
 Cook’s new openness shows that Apple is walking its 
talk on diversity – positioning them even more favorably in the 
never-ending Silicon Valley talent wars. It’s also likely to make 
him a more effective CEO. As Sylvia Ann Hewlett and Karen 
Sumberg reported in the Harvard Business Review, despite fears 
to the contrary, being out in the workplace actually has sig-
nificant advantages – notably, that workers can concentrate on  

excelling at their jobs, and not “managing” their identity. (And 
remember, there are still 29 states where it’s legal to fire someone 
because they are gay.)
 Indeed, even for those like Tim Cook, who was out to 
colleagues but not to “the world” at large, the stress of down-
playing one’s identity can take a toll. Research by the Deloitte 
University Leadership Center for Inclusion showed that 83% of 
gay employees “covered” at work – i.e., even if they were techni-
cally out, they still felt the need to minimize their differences by, 
for instance, not bringing their partner to work functions, or not 
displaying family photographs at the office. Cook’s coming out 
demonstrates powerfully to executives at Apple – and elsewhere 
in the corporate world – that covering is no longer required to 
succeed at the top.
“I consider being gay among the greatest gifts God has given 
me,” says Cook, because it’s increased his empathy toward others 
and helped him learn to follow his own path – an important asset 
in a company that prizes innovation and built its brand on the 
strength of breakthrough ideas such as the iPhone.
 “We’ll continue to fight for our values,” he says, “and I 
believe that any CEO of this incredible company, regardless of 
race, gender, or sexual orientation, would do the same.” That’s 
probably true, but it means a great deal for Apple, and the many 
companies who hope to emulate its success, that Cook is willing 
not just to speak up for equality in general, but also to stand up 
and be counted.

Why Tim Cook’s Coming Out Matters for Apple, and Business

 Dorie Clark

http://blogs.hbr.org/2014/10/why-tim-cooks-coming-out-matters-to-apple-and-to-business/Continue reading at: 

Article

Inspiration

Weekly TED Video

Date:  Tuesday, November 4
Time: 18:30-21:30 
Place: Aula Nordica

The county administration project ”Friskare 
skogsvatten” (healthier forest water) invites 
you to an evening about valuable water and 
sustainability with the world-famous nature 
photographer Mattias Klum.
Mattias is a photographer with a great envi-
ronmental involvement. He is also a movie 
maker, director, writer and a fantastic lec-
turer. Mattias has worked on all the world’s 
continents and has been awarded numerous 
times for his projects. Now he comes to 
Umeå to show us his photos and talk about 
valuable water and organic sustainability.

into a custom website unique to you. As your needs grow, it evolves with you, 
effortlessly adapting to your needs. Want to add e-commerce? Social feeds? A 
different layout? The Grid just takes care of it. This is not a website builder. 
This is your personal AI web developer. 

http://www.fastcolabs.com/3037187/the-grid-is-building-the-website-of-the-

future-it-designs-itself

As founder of the Ig Nobel awards, Marc 
Abrahams explores the world’s most im-
probable research. In this thought-provok-
ing (and occasionally side-splitting) talk, 
he tells stories of truly weird science -- and 
makes the case that silliness is critical to 
boosting public interest in science.

Watch it here: 
http://www.ted.com/talks/marc_abrahams_a_science_award_that_makes_you_laugh_then_think

A Science Award That Makes 
You Laugh, Then Think
Marc Abrahams / TED talk

Mattias Klum

The Grid. AI Websites That Design Themselves

Japanese Stab Binding Tutorial 
Flexible Cover With Three-Hole Stitching

Culture on Campus

FREE CULTURE FOR 
STUDENTS, FACULTY AND STAFF 

EVERY WEEK AT LUNCH TIME

The tutorial you never knew you wanted to see: Tiffany Eng explains how to 
do Japanese stab binding using a sandwich.

http://wp.me/p1WCls-150

This is not another do-it-yourself website 
builder. The Grid harnesses the power of 
artificial intelligence to take everything 
you throw at it - videos, images, text, urls 
and more - and automatically shape them 




